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ediTorial

 Comlux Aviation flies ahead of your every desire. Simply inform us of your requirements and 

then look forward to the very best, borne aloft by our Spirit of Excellence. For us, every request – for 

aircraft charter, sales or management – is a challenge to set a sign of distinction. Our all-round aviation 

expertise, luxury at the highest level, genuine Swiss quality standards, one of the youngest fleets in the 

sky and a highly professional team make us certain of one thing: we can lay the world at your feet. You  

demand only the very best and appreciate the finer things in life. This is why we are certain you will 

enjoy the following overview of our services.

a S iGn of diST incTion.
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aircrafT charTer i  pr ivaTe

“A private jet to Nice, a suite 
for two, and a yacht to relax.”
Be our guest.
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aircrafT charTer  i   pr ivaTe

 Conducting travel arrangements at the very highest level is an art form in itself. Which is why 

we celebrate perfect hospitality everywhere from 0 to 51,000 feet above the ground. The Comlux team 

takes the time to consider your personal holiday needs in peace and quiet. We spare no effort to meet 

your requirements to the best of our ability and down to the very last detail. In accordance with your 

instructions, we organize the aircraft of your choice, the crew, the right limousine, the mooring for the 

high-speed yacht and the breathtaking view from a charming hotel suite. With typically Swiss perfec-

tionism, we guarantee the highest-possible standards for your safety, 100 percent flexibility in the event 

of changes of plan, and total relaxation.
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“Wake-up call at 7 am, breakfast 
over Iceland and a helicopter transfer 
to downtown Houston.” 
With pleasure.

aircrafT charTer  i   BuSineSS
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aircrafT charTer  i   BuSineSS

 Look upon us as a flexible part of your organization. Once you make initial contact with our 

Executive Charter Service in Zurich, our thoughts and actions are committed to you and your plans  

24 hours a day, seven days a week, anywhere in the world. We keep you ahead by organizing commu-

nications between you and your company so efficiently that it will feel as if you are in your own office. 

A wide range of destinations, seamless timetabling, rapid helicopter transfers, the best tables in the 

most discreet restaurants for you and your business associates, a personal trainer to keep you on top of 

your game: all of this and much more will function perfectly, with the precision of a Swiss watch, leav-

ing you time in your busy schedule for life’s essentials. 
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“Direct access to our limousines, 
separate quarters for the bodyguards 
and absolute discretion, as usual.”
Roger, Sir.

aircrafT charTer  i   GroupS
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aircrafT charTer  i   GroupS

 For heads of state and their staff, for royalty and their families, for premier-league sports teams 

or for the selected, international clientele of leading corporations, Comlux Aviation offers all-inclusive 

packages that leave no desire unmet. We ensure that our master plan is as precisely organized as con-

tingency plans B and C. Thus, no matter how complex the assignment, we guarantee that everything 

can be relied upon to work with absolute precision every step of the way. Accompanied by proverbial 

Swiss discretion, our guests and clients can savour the Spirit of Excellence in its purest form. Because 

the higher the expectations, the more we strive to excel ourselves. But why not sample our expertise for 

yourself. All you have to do is ask.
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“At least 38 kN thrust at take-off, 
11 genuine leather seats, 
one month from now.”
count on it.

aircrafT SaleS  and acquiS iT ion
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aircrafT SaleS  and acquiS iT ion

 When you buy an aircraft, certain important criteria clearly need to be met. Perhaps more 

crucially, the desire to own an aeroplane is about fulfilling your personal dream of flying. Despite over 

30 years’ experience in the purchase, sale and completion of customized aircraft, we find every new 

order a special challenge. Getting to know you personally, analyzing your needs, providing advice, 

negotiating and supervising the contract, tailored acceptance of your aircraft and introducing it into 

service: these are all essential stages in a process based on partnership. We expand our clients’  

horizons, because once they have worked with us and established a relationship founded on genuine 

trust, they are happy to come back to us. As might be the case if they require aircraft operation to help 

complete their acquisition with more efficiency.
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aircrafT operaTion
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„Fuel it up, check the 
champagne and book it 
for Monday, the 24th.“
Consider it done.
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aircrafT operaTion

 Comlux Aviation stands for competence and luxury. And when it comes to all-round support if 

you choose to purchase your own aircraft, the one begets the other. Our aircraft operation services 

come entirely from one and the same source. They are available on a daily basis through a single point 

of contact and bear all the unmistakable signs of Swiss quality. Whether optimizing your aircraft  

ownership and tax structures, cost accounting or planning your flight, our specialists handle all your 

requirements in accordance with stringent JAR OPS 1 Regulations (Commercial Air Transport) and  

intensive Quality Assurance Programs. Apart from this, we have the infrastructure to take care of all 

your air travel requirements: from mandatory inspections, maintenance and insurance through to  

managing and training your aircrew; from refuelling in Sao Paulo, obtaining airspace permission over 

China, planning your flight across the Pacific and the 1000 other details needed to make your flight a 

success. All that remains for you to do is lean back and enjoy.
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comlux Team and crew
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“Miles Davis, but not too loud and a glass of the 
wine you recommended last time. Oh, yes, and 
keep me up on the Japanese stock market, too.”
At your service.
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comlux Team and crew

 When selecting staff and crew, Comlux Aviation demands only the highest professional quali-

fications, honesty and integrity. Without exception. We train our staff with typical Swiss thoroughness, 

giving them the assuredness of connoisseurs that will enable them to meet the expectations of a highly 

cultivated clientele. Rather like an academy of art, we foster the joy of discovery and independence.  

Training in top security, medical care, international etiquette, gastronomy, guest relations and lifestyle 

takes place at the very highest level and manifests itself in an exclusive culture created to cater to our 

clients’ every wish. As a passenger, you will benefit from the professionalism and intelligent initiative 

that are integral to our service. Every single member of our crew enriches us and grows with us. They 

are all ambassadors of our Spirit of Excellence.
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Challengers, Global Express, Airbus ACJ and  
any other transport solution in the sky. 
Welcome aboard. 

comlux fleeT  and BrokeraGe
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comlux fleeT  and BrokeraGe

 Comlux Aviation maintains one of the youngest fleets worldwide. Our specialists have many 

years of valuable experience in the purchase and operation of business jets, and this is reflected in the 

highest-possible quality standards, the luxury furnishing and fittings, and state-of-the-art equipment for 

safety, security and entertainment. For the aircraft interiors, the Comlux experience guarantees meticu-

lous attention to detail and a love of perfection in craftsmanship.

Comlux Aviation will be happy to provide the right aircraft for your needs from its own fleet. If you have 

other requirements – from a tiny jet to a wide-body airbus – we will seek out the ideal solution for you 

through our network of selected partners. And you can depend entirely on the Swiss reliability and 

safety we cultivate in everything we do.
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comlux aviation aG

Talstrasse 82

8001 Zurich

Switzerland

Phone +41 (0)43 888 72 55

Fax +41 (0)43 888 72 52

Charter Call Center (24 hours)

Phone +41 (0)43 888 72 50

 

A special thank-you for their cooperation and the 

rights to use their pictures in this brochure goes to: 

Park Hyatt Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Bombardier Aeorospace, Dorval, Canada

Embraer, Sao Paolo dos Campos, Brazil



Comlux Aviation AG   Talstrasse 82   8001 Zurich   Switzerland
Phone +41 (0)43 888 72 50   Fax +41 (0)43 888 72 52   fly@comluxaviation.com   www.comluxaviation.com 
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